We have calculated the electronic structure of TiFeH"using the tight-binding coherent-potential- 
E "(000) E"y"y(000) E, , (200) E, "(200) E g2 (002) E (200) Ey y (200) E""" (020) E"y"y(200) E"y"y(002) where z is the complex energy and H(k, X&) is the 38X38 effective Hamiltonian in which only diagonal disorder is incorporated through the self-energy Xl, .
The numerical procedure consists of solving Eqs. (1) and (4) We should point out that the variations of the lattice constant with x are included in our calculations only via the parameters at the two ends of the compositional spectrum. However, we have neglected the small variation of the lattice constant between x=1.0 and 0.8, and also between x=0.0 and 0.1. In Fig. 2 the s-like DOS for Ti site is shown. The effect of hydrogenation on the Ti s states is that it pushes a small number of states to lower energies but decreases substantially the number of bonding states around 0.3 Ry.
In Fig. 3 the Fes -like DOS are presented. The effect of hydrogenation now is to split the bonding states into two distinct peaks, one of which is now centered at 0.0 Ry.
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